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By JENNIFER MEDINA

LOS ANGELES

A
S a child growing up in Southern

California, I happily feasted on
the carnitas that were a reg-
ular fixture at weekend cook-

outs and on special occasions. Marbled
and succulent pork was braised slowly
and shredded before being tucked into a
corn tortilla. And I could not live with-
out carne asada, delicious thinly sliced
grilled steak. Oh, and nopales, prickly
pear cactus leaves marinated in lime
juice. 

Then I moved from Los Angeles to
New York and started keeping kosher.
Without exactly meaning to, I drastical-
ly altered my options for dining out,
trading salsas and tamales for hummus
and falafel, which I adore, and deli on
rye, which I could live without. (Pardon
the blasphemy.) 

After nearly a decade in New York, I
returned to Los Angeles, where cultural
influences had spilled over onto even
the Orthodox Jewish community. Bless-
edly, that means I can have carnitas
again without spending hours making
them myself. A small caveat: pork, of
course, is off limits. But you would hard-
ly know the difference when you taste
the duck and beef combination. 

New York may have a larger Jewish
population, but the kosher options here
seem far more exciting. There are bar-
bacoa and artisan sausages, Persian
stews and Thai delicacies. Keeping ko-
sher does not mean eschewing the eth-
nic food we’ve seen only on television. 

“A decade ago, maybe nobody would
have been willing to try what I want to
serve, but now you have people eating
all kinds of things for the first time,”
said Katsuji Tanabe, a Mexico City-born
chef who worked in kosher restaurants
for nearly six years before opening

Mexikosher last spring. 
At first, the vast majority of his cus-

tomers had never tasted a tamale or tor-
ta. Now, he’s introduced them to even
more offbeat tastes, like tacos suaderos
and green enchiladas. “I can tell when
the New Yorkers are visiting because
they come in, say, ‘We’re just looking,’
and then go to the deli next door,” he
said. “The ones who talk to local people
almost always come back the next day.” 

Pico Boulevard, one of the main arter-
ies of the city, stretches through Ko-
reatown before passing dozens of Salva-
doran, Guatemalan and Oaxacan res-
taurants. The kosher corridor begins
just a couple of miles west. You know
you’ve arrived when the signs turn
from Spanish to Farsi, the language
spoken by thousands of Jews who emi-
grated from Iran.

Although most came decades ago, it
was not until recently that restaurants

opened featuring traditional Persian
fare, catering to those of us who had
never mastered the difference between
baghali and zereshk (rice dishes dis-
tinguished by their spices). Now two
such spots are doing brisk business,
with people lining up for the freshly
baked sangak, a whole-wheat sour-
dough flatbread used as an edible nap-
kin-cum-utensil and dipped in hummus
and a nondairy, yet yogurtlike sauce. 

One of the places, Kabab Mahaleh,
features a menu in Farsi (customers
who need to see English have to request
a special menu or trust their instincts)
and offers a choice of beef or chicken ke-
bab, grilled steak or chicken on skew-
ers. For those feeling more adventur-
ous, perhaps the best dish is khoresht
ghormeh sabzi, a stew made with fenu-
greek and dried lemon, leeks, coriander
and parsley. When asked if I would like
lamb instead of beef, I happily said yes.

The check for a meal I could only eat
half of: $12. 

New York City has no shortage of
high-end kosher restaurants, with cloth
napkins and extensive wine lists, and
the check for two is seldom less than
$100. Los Angeles kosher, on the other
hand, is a much more casual affair, ex-
cept for a few upscale steakhouses that
have been around for decades to cater
to the Hollywood-that-lunches set. 

Still, it’s hard to complain when you
have a choice of sushi, Thai, French, Is-
raeli and Mexican in a five-block radius. 

“Maybe food has finally hit a certain
zeitgeist where people realized how un-
derserved the kosher market really
was,” said Elina Shatkin, an editor at
Los Angeles Magazine and former res-
taurant critic for LA Weekly, who has
seen the kosher corridor change signif-
icantly in the decade she’s lived nearby.
“For so long, the food was so blah and

mediocre, I would never take friends
there. Now I can say, ‘Let me take you
someplace where you can get some-
thing you can’t find anywhere else.’” 

Perhaps no one has capitalized on the
demand better than Mr. Tanabe, son of
a Japanese father and Mexican mother
who came to Los Angeles as a teenager.
For the last several months, he has ca-
tered to young couples who ask for cui-
sines they have only seen or heard
about. Mr. Tanabe brings a specialty
chef to his kitchen, where the cooking is
overseen to comply with myriad kosher
rules. So far, the kitchen has turned out
Korean, Indian and Southern barbecue,
with Vietnamese up next. 

There are plenty of ingredients that
are not kosher, so Mr. Tanabe and the
other chefs are forced to create their
own. At Mexikosher, for example, Mr.
Tanabe mixed his own guava paste us-
ing the fresh fruit, pectin and sugar.
Beverly Hills Thai, which opened this
year, has found a way to use fruit and
vinegar as a stand-in for fish sauce, be-
cause under kosher laws, fish and meat
are not allowed to mix. 

Even the Israeli restaurants here
seem more willing to take risks. After
passing by a nondescript eatery called
Haifa Restaurant dozens of times, I fi-
nally decided to stop for dinner. What
had I been missing? House-made dips,
including some of the most perfectly
spiced Turkish salad I’ve ever tasted,
along with an endless supply of warm
pita and dried-fruit-braised lamb shank
that could be eaten with a spoon. 

The place was hardly fancy, with pa-
per place mats and a television blaring
an Israeli cable network. But it offered a
kosher-in-L.A. moment the night I was
there: among the six tables occupied,
five languages were being spoken, and
English was used only at mine.
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A NEW TASTE The chef Katsuji Tanabe puts the finishing touches on a plate of green enchiladas, right, at Mexikosher,
his restaurant in Los Angeles. Kosher dining in Southern California is generally more casual than it is in New York. 

It Came From the Banana Room
Every day, thousands of New Yorkers open their doors to find cardboard boxes
neatly packed with the groceries they just ordered by phone or computer from the dered by phone or computer from the 
delivery service FreshDirect. It sounds simplle enough. But each of those boxes — 
some sent as far as Philadephia and Stamfordd, Conn. — requires the collecting, 
shipping and sorting of food from around the region, the country and often the 
world. On a recent Monday afternoon, the Dinning section put the system to the 
test, submitting an online order that arrived aa little over 24 hours later. Everything 
came together in the company’s 300,000-squaare-foot warehouse in Long Island 
City, Queens, where 500 employees, includingg 100 cooks working in more than 
30,000 square feet of kitchen space, had a hannd in that day’s deliveries. 
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The warehouse is like a giant refrigerator, 

with temperatures hovering around 34 

degrees, and workers dress accordingly, in 

winter jackets. Produce-specific rooms are 

cooled to optimal temperatures.

Bananas 

Picked green, they were shipped by 

boat from Ecuador or Costa Rica. 

At the warehouse, they were 

transferred to a designated “banana 

room” to ripen (about one to two 

days) before delivery. FreshDirectdays) before delivery. FreshDirect 

handles about 50,000 pounds of 

bananas each week.

Baguette

At 2 a.m. the day the order 

was placed, the head baker 

arrived and prepared

the dough, based on the 

forecast of the day’s orders. 

A staff of 10 shaped,

baked, packaged, labeled 

and froze the baguette by

2 p.m., ready for theee neeeextxtxtxttxtxt 

day’s delivery. 

FreshDirect makes 

700 to 1,000 

salads a day, 400 

of them with 

grilled salmon.

Brie

Arrived by boat from 

Nangis, France, 

sometime in the two 

weeks beforee the 

order.

Parsley

Arrived on a refrigerated truck 

the day of delivery, and was 

sent to the “herb culling 

room,” where it was cleaned, 

trimmed and packed. 

Steak

Whole strip loins arrived at the 

warehouse by truck and were aged 

for two weeks in a cooler. On 

h i h b f d li f 20the night before delivery, one of 20 

butchers received the Times’s order 

ticket and filled it. The steak was 

then handed to a “confirmation 

station,” where it was weighed, 

packaged and labeled.

Dry goods

with beer, tea, A secondn  box w

d dishwashing toilet papere  an

These items liquid arrived. T

 neighboring are stored at a

d were boxed warehouse and

separately.

THE ORDER

› pound brie

1 bunch yellow bananas

1 six-pack beer

1 bottle dishwashing liquid

1 package tea

1 package toilet paper

1 parbaked French baguette

1 strip steak 

1 bunch Italian parsley

$94.07 (including delivery)
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Blueprint

GRAPE TOMATOES

Picked at Latham 

Farms in Orient, N.Y.

 Slices the salmon into five 

different cuts, for use in 

salads, catering and 

four-minute meals. 

Cleans the green 

beans.

COLD CLEAN KITCHEN
Handles all 

ready-to-eat items. 

SALAD STATION
20 people pack salads 

each day, with each 

person responsible for 

one item in the salad.

Dressing
Added with the 

packaging

Bins travel

1,000 feet by conveyor belt 

to a sorting area.

Boxes arrre loadedeeeeeeeee onto one of 

200000000 refrff igerated trucks and dddd

sent out for ddelivery.

CHEESE
34°

DELI
 34°

DRY GOODS

BAKERY
 65-80°

MEAT
 32°

Grills the salmon 

and blanches the 

green beans.

DEPARTMENTS
The warehouse

is organized like 

an incredibly large 

grocery store. The 

meat department 

alone is more 

than 10,000 

square feetsquare feet.

KITCHENS

DESIGNATED ROOMS

What goes into a 

grilled salmon salad:

Grilled 

salmon 

salad

BANANAS
 60°

HERBS
 32-34°

BERRIES
 32°

STONE
FRUIT
 32°

 SQUASH,
PEPPERS

 45°

SEAFOOD
 28-32°

TOMATOES
 55°

PANTRY

PRODUCE
AISLE

VEGETABLE
PREP

COLD RAW
KITCHEN

HOT
PRODUCTION 

KITCHEN

1 grilled salmon salad

CHICKPEAS

dBoought canned

SPINACH

From California

GREEN BEANS

d GeorgiaFrom Florida and

SALMON

Flown in 

from Chile 

One dozen 

salads are 

collected in 

a bin.bi

Customer orders, made of multiple 

boxes packed in different areas, 

meet at the appropriate truck and 

are consolidated.
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